DINO PETS GO TO SCHOOL
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

~ As you read Dino Pets Go to School, have
children act out the concept words as they are
read in the story—stand as TALL as possible,
sound as LOUD as possible, etc.
~ Photocopy an illustration of each dino in the
book. Write the concept words: tallest, loudest,
spikiest, widest, smartest, and youngest on index
cards. Have students match the illustrations
with the concept words. For an extra challenge,
write each dino’s scientific name on an index card
to match (those names are in the back of the
book: Sauroposeidon, Parasaurolophus, etc.).
~ For Gr. K-1 students, read them Dino Pets Go to
School and then challenge them to create their
own class pet book in the format of Dino Pets Go
to School—except their pets cannot be
dinosaurs. They have to be animals that are alive
today. Each student in the class must choose a
different animal and then write and draw about
how their pet created chaos in the classroom.
Combine all students’ work into a class book. See
organizers and samples on the following pages.
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As a class, brainstorm two lists of words on
chart paper—these ideas will help students to
think of animals and “________est” words for their
pages in the class book.
Animals for pets

“est” words

elephant
mouse
whale
moose
turkey
snake
bumblebee
skunk

skinniest
silliest
stinkiest
floppiest
wiggliest
stripiest
reddest
shyest

etc.

etc.

Note that you’ll brainstorm the first list of
pets/animals and then afterwards the second
list of “est” words. The animals and “est” words
should not match at this point. They are just two
separate lists. If students get stuck or stall
while brainstorming, help them as needed (i.e. Ask,
“Can you think of any ocean animals? Or kinds of
birds? Or animals that growl?” For the “est” list,
you could tiptoe and say shhh to help them think
of “quietest” or make funny faces to help them
think of “silliest”).
After both lists are brainstormed, each student
must select ONE animal to take to school on Pet
Day. Some will choose the animal and then think
of the “est” word (a snake is the wiggliest).
Others might choose an “est” word and then think
of an animal (the “stinkiest” is a skunk).
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Name:________________ Teacher:______________

I got a __________________ for a pet,
the ______________est _______________
I could get.

(Write & draw above why your pet did NOT make a good pet.)
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